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“An exceptional sequel… even more exciting and developed than its predecessor!” – Three
Show SaturdaySequel to the award-winning novel, The Midnight GlassAge Level: 10-13 Grade
Level: 5th and up

It’s been two years since Wyatt Dumont first arrived in the peculiar town of Davenport and
something strange is happening again. A mysterious new family appears at the town’s gate,
begging for safety. As their entrance scares the citizens, a far more dangerous threat emerges. A
menacing werewolf named Lock begins terrorizing Davenport. No one is safe from Lock’s
endless wrath—not even Wyatt.BOOK 1: The Midnight Glass—Out Now!BOOK 3: The Eternal
Forest—the final book in the trilogy—out later this year

About the AuthorRebecca Rissman is an award-winning children's author. She has written more
than 200 books about science, history, art, and culture. Her writing has been praised by School
Library Journal, Booklist, Creative Child Magazine, and Learning Magazine. She lives in
Chicago, Illinois, with her husband and two daughters. --This text refers to the library edition.
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LaurenChapter OneThe NewcomersThe dense trees parted at the edge of the woods where the
dark, iron gate stood as tall as the highest branches. The gate’s metal bars groaned with the
incoming wind. A wayward zephyr carried a cluster of dry leaves from the center of the forest.
This gale rattled the arms of mighty oaks as it carved a path through the summer air, scattering
its brown and gold leaves until they whirled like a tiny tornado between the trees.On the limb of a
maple was a small, long-eared squirrel. The creature’s nose twitched and it scampered away as
the swirling leaves formed into a thirteen-year-old boy with curly locks, green eyes, and a soft,
round face.Wyatt Dumont took a deep breath of the forest air. Every bit of his skin prickled from
the leafy transformation that allowed him to visit the gate that evening. The last swirling leaves
formed the ends of his dark blue cloak that slunk to the forest floor with a great whoosh. A brass
cuff with a strange engraving wrapped Wyatt’s wrist. In the center of the cuff was a circular dial.
Wyatt turned the dial at the end of his transformation, and an ominous purple glow pulsed
through the engraving. Wyatt scanned the dark forest with worried eyes. He gulped at the sight
of the gate. A lone torch flickered above pieces of broken statues like ancient ruins.Two voices
murmured nearby, startling him. One sounded light and full of fret, the other was much deeper
and obviously annoyed. Wyatt walked slowly to a larger clearing near the gate’s latch. The iron
bars swayed, moaning as they buckled in the center. Its heavy lever shook violently, but
remained latched.Wyatt shuddered as he sensed a foul, bloody stench. Thick, black smog
tumbled at the forest floor as it lurched for the gate on the opposite side. A bony arm stretched
from the smoke and struck thunderously against the bars.“I hate when it does that!” Mayor Birch



shuddered from the other end of the clearing with his fists tucked in the pockets of his brown
suit. He unsheathed a hand, adjusted his bowtie, and then combed his fingers through his tidy
hair. “Why won’t that thing just go away?”“It’s a curse,” growled the deeper voice. Wyatt saw
Acheron Vex in his dark suit towering in the shadows. The demon’s bluish-black skin hardly
showed in the torchlight. As Vex’s shark-like teeth sneered, Wyatt wondered why the demon
teacher had come.“You mean the Dread will always be here?” asked the mayor, gravely. “It’ll
never leave us alone?”“It’s angry,” said Vex, plainly. “It must loathe the daylight.”“But it’s been two
years, Acheron!” Birch whined.“The Dread is ancient,” Vex sighed. “A couple of years is nothing
to it.”“This won’t do,” Birch grumbled. “Outside supplies are hard to come by when you have an
evil spirit ready to destroy cargo trucks. What are we supposed to do about that?”“It’s not our job
to take care of the Dread,” said Vex before he turned his gaze to Wyatt. “It’s his.”“Oh, my
goodness!” Birch nearly stumbled backward when he noticed Wyatt standing, cloaked, at the
edge of the clearing. Birch lowered his voice, thinking that Wyatt couldn’t hear. “He seems to
have grown since the last time. What type of being is the Gatekeeper again?”Vex ignored the
question. “Did you check the pendulum, Birch?”“Oh, right!” wheezed the mayor as he opened his
suit jacket and removed a sparkling, gold device hanging on a long chain. The pendulum piece
at the bottom was shaped like an upside-down teardrop that swayed until it caught midair and
pointed at the gate. The movement reminded Wyatt of metal’s attraction to a magnet. “The
newcomers are almost here!”Birch’s arm shook as he intensely stared at the iron bars. Every few
moments, he’d glance back at Wyatt with deep curiosity. When the bars rattled again, Birch
flinched and nearly lost control of the pendulum.“What was that?” yelled the mayor.“Shhh!” Vex
commanded as he nodded to the Gatekeeper.Wyatt wondered if Vex could see his face through
the hood. The demon and the thirteen-year-old didn’t care much for one another. Over the past
two years, they’d reached a silent truce to avoid one another—even at school.Wyatt wandered to
the front of the gate as the three of them stared at the bars, wondering what struck it this time.
The black smoke appeared thinner now, but it spread higher into the air.“What’s going on?”
whispered Birch.All at once, another loud clang sounded against the metal. Birch wailed as he
safely pocketed the pendulum. Wyatt, however, kept his eyes on the gate as it stopped rattling.
There was a long, eerie pause as the black smoke sifted apart to a light gray fog. The Dread was
awaiting something.CRASH!Wyatt squinted when a small, winged creature fluttered near the
bars. Its thin wings flapped wildly as it hovered in place. Wyatt saw a furry body, long ears, a
squashed nose, and black eyes.“What was that?” asked the mayor. “A bat?”Suddenly, several
claws formed from the fog and thrashed at the flying animal. The bat skillfully spun, knocking its
wings into the Dread’s arms. The claws dispersed into a tunnel of smoke and four people ran up
to the gate with suitcases stacked in their arms. Wyatt’s eyes focused on a pale-skinned boy
near his age as the bat fluttered to his shoulder.“Please, help us!” called a teenage girl in a silver
chiffon dress that hugged closely to her hips. She wore black lipstick, a floral-print scarf, and a
wide-brimmed hat with roses on the edge. Her desperate, blue eyes and pallid skin shone
brilliantly in the torch light.“Pardon me!” called Birch to Wyatt as he now grinned with a glossy



smile. The mayor used all of his strength to hide his fright. “Can you bring them inside,
please?”Wyatt’s heart pounded as he placed his hand on his cuff’s dial.“Don’t,” said Vex, coolly,
to Wyatt. “I have a bad feeling about our newcomers.”“What are you talking about?” snapped
Birch. “The pendulum says that we should allow—”“Forget the pendulum!” barked Vex.“But you
just said—”“That was before I saw them. We have laws, Birch!”“It’s not your decision, Acheron,”
said the mayor, and then he nodded to Wyatt. “That choice belongs to our Gatekeeper.”“Please!”
begged the girl from behind the bars. “Vee have no place to go!”As the smoke thickened around
the newcomers, Wyatt felt panicked. He curled his fingers around the dial.“Don’t open it!” Vex
boomed as he took a step closer to Wyatt. “They aren’t what they seem.”Wyatt glared back at
Vex. Tension caught in his throat.“Why?” Wyatt whispered, just loud enough for Vex to hear.“Like
I said, Davenport has laws,” Vex explained. “We’ve banned certain creatures from living
here.”“We have a duty!” called the mayor who still stood as far away from the gate as possible.
“One that says we listen to Dolan’s pendulum when newcomers are in need. We haven’t let
another family in the gate since the Dumonts and they have been ideal citizens.”“We didn’t use
the pendulum for the Dumonts!” bellowed Vex. “The Gatekeeper summoned them and the
Dumonts are human—a species that is allowed!”Wyatt stared at the family with the dark fog
swirling around them. How could he turn them away?“Acheron, I can reverse laws,” said Birch.
“It’s sort of my job as mayor.”“Don’t do it, Birch.”“We can’t just leave them!” Wyatt urgently
whispered, just loud enough for Vex’s ears. “Where will they go? What if the Dread kills
them?”“They can still run away from here,” said Vex.“But what if it—” Wyatt whispered.“The
Dread only haunts those inside this gate—do not open it.”“Help them!” yelled the mayor as the
smoke began to swell.A black claw swiped near the family and they screamed in fright. The
small bat lunged, doing its best to fight off the forming Dread. Wyatt looked back at the girl. Her
bright eyes glimmered in the light. Behind her was the boy and a woman behind a silk veil with a
toddler in her arms. They muttered to themselves in a language that Wyatt had never
heard.“Please!” pled the girl with her almond eyes focused on Wyatt.Vex let out a foreboding
snarl. However, as the Dread’s smoke thickened into a claw, Wyatt turned the dial on his cuff.
The gate groaned and the family pushed through, rushing away as the smoky claw swung. The
Dread rammed the gate and Wyatt held up his brass cuff. A purple flash encased his hand and
spread through the front of the gate like a magnificent shield of light. The mysterious engraving
on the cuff gleamed brilliantly.The family ran through the purple light with the bat flying behind—
but the Dread couldn’t pass. Wyatt felt terror as he forced the evil spirit back to the other side.
The Dread hissed within its smoke and shrieked as Wyatt turned his cuff’s dial. A blinding flare
spread through the air, lighting the forest until the black smoke was pushed behind the gate.
Wyatt’s heart raced as he turned back the dial. The metal bars moaned as they clasped shut,
sealing the Dread outside of the gate.“Zank you, zank you!” huffed the girl as she rushed to hug
Wyatt.Vex held out his massive, clawed hand. “Keep back.”The girl stopped, warily. Vex turned
and gave Wyatt a disapproving glare. Wyatt felt worried until he saw the relieved
family.“Welcome to Davenport!” grinned the mayor with his arms spread wide.“Vee are grateful to



be here,” said the girl. For the first time, Wyatt could clearly hear her robust accent. “Vee are zee
Vladu family.”“Well, we are very pleased to have you,” said Birch as he side-eyed Vex. “We didn’t
know how many of you there would be, but we’ve prepared a four-bedroom house for you.“So
big!” gasped the teenage girl. “Zat is very kind and more zan enough! Vee have vandered very
long, looking for a place to shelter people like us. Vee are very happy!” She turned to her family
and spoke to them.“Do you all speak English?” Birch asked.“Just my little brother and me,” said
the girl. “Vee learned it in school before zee var broke out.”“I didn’t realize parts of the world were
in such turmoil,” said the mayor. “Well, no matter! We have you here now and will make you feel
at home.”“This is a mistake,” Vex muttered.The Dread’s smoky claw banged on the gate again,
startling the family.“Can vee go?” asked the boy who appeared around Wyatt’s age. The bat
flapped on his shoulder.“Of course,” said Mayor Birch as he eyed a rusty Cadillac at the end of
the dirt road. “Perhaps Mr. Vex can give us a ride back into town?”The demon let out a deep
growl. “Why did you open that gate?”“They needed help,” Wyatt muttered. The family appeared
normal to him, so he couldn’t understand why Vex resisted. “Why don’t you like them?”“Look
closer,” Vex scowled.Wyatt stared at the family as they grinned at one another in relief. Their
clothes appeared worn and covered in dirt. He wondered how long they had traveled to get to
Davenport. Then, something strange caught his eyes. The girl grinned, embracing her mother,
as two white fangs appeared beneath her top lip. A terrified sweat broke over Wyatt.“Are those—
vampires?” His voice was louder than it should have been, but luckily the Vladus didn’t
hear.“Yes,” said Vex, gruffly, as he moved toward his car. “And the rest of the town isn’t going to
like it.”Chapter TwoSunday MorningThe next day, Wyatt knelt on his bed and spread the blue
curtains from his small window. Warm morning sun poured over his skin. He smiled at the thick,
cotton clouds that gently strolled above his house, bringing back memories of bright days in the
city. For a moment, Wyatt relived the loud, bustling avenues filled with the whimsical chimes of
ice cream trucks. After two years in Davenport, Wyatt felt surprised he could remember his
previous life so clearly. Several birthday cards with the number thirteen on them were wedged in
the frame of his window. Though it was now August, he’d kept them there since the middle of
May, a year and a week after he defeated Constance and the Dread. His favorite was a
handmade card by his best friends, Mcgregor and Tova. They had drawn the three of them
together, standing on the grass on that first day of sunlight, with that pest, Vance, crying in the
corner. To Wyatt, it was the perfect reminder of their friendship overcoming life’s many obstacles
—even though the Dread still existed and Vance found new reasons to be a jerk.Wiping the
sleep from his eyes, Wyatt thought about meeting vampires for the first time. He still felt
conflicted about allowing them into the town. On the one hand, the Vladu family seemed like
anybody else in Davenport. Sure, they spoke a different language, but even Tova was learning
ancient Elvish over the summer. Dolan’s pendulum signaled that they belonged here, and Wyatt
couldn’t allow the Dread to hurt them. On the other hand, Vex appeared very upset about the
vampires, and his warning made Wyatt wonder. In the past, Vex had been wrong. He’d
underestimated the strength of Constance, the witch, and even Wyatt himself. Still, could Vex be



right this time?“Come along, Priscilla!” shouted a boisterous voice from outside the window.
“That’s enough fruit to fill the Horn of Plenty!”Wyatt watched his portly next-door neighbor,
Buford Tubs, yelling at the trees from his yard. Buford’s dark, beady eyes winced in distress. As
he called out, his thick arms wobbled above sweat-stained armpits. Something sprung into view
from the trees. It was Priscilla, his petite monkey, wearing a lavender dress. She gripped as many
apples and pears as she could with her hands. While the primate appeared pleased, Buford—as
usual—did not share her excitement.“Place them in the bin, Priscilla!” Buford demanded. “And
don’t let Mrs. Nithercott know that you’ve touched them again! I don’t want her whining about her
severe monkey allergy when she buys them today.”Wyatt moved away from his window as he
heard Buford’s further stuffy complaining. Though Wyatt rather liked the fresh sunlight, the rest of
the town—especially his neighbor—still didn’t appear to know what to do with it. Fifteen months
had passed since Wyatt broke Davenport’s four-hundred-year curse of eternal darkness. Most of
the youth in town adjusted quickly by strolling to the sunny beach and inventing games to play in
the light. Luckily for them, the sun appeared to keep away dangerous creatures—like mermaids
—during the day.Nevertheless, Davenport’s gloomy design felt at odds with the bright sun. The
buildings in the town square lost their charm as they appeared drab, rusted, and unwelcoming in
the light. Shop owners quickly repainted their storefronts hoping to awaken a new
charisma.Wyatt didn’t think much of the look, but the newspaper was filled with angry letters
from people like Randall Witherbee, who infamously complained about any sort of change—
good or bad. Pictures of Mr. Witherbee shouting on the steps of the Davenport town hall were on
every paper. Wyatt had never met the man and felt glad he hadn’t.Instead of worrying along with
Randall Witherbee, Wyatt waited for Davenport to adjust. Other than Vex, the town didn’t know of
his family’s legacy—or that he was the Gatekeeper who secretly broke the curse. For this, Wyatt
felt thankful. The last thing he wanted was someone like Mr. Witherbee sending him angry
letters.As Wyatt started to dress, he felt anxiety sting the pit of his stomach. He paused for a
moment to let the miserable emotion settle. There wasn’t a reason for him to worry. The sun was
shining and birds were singing. If the town was okay, then why did he feel so bad?Wyatt pulled a
gray T-shirt over his head and stared into the mirror. His long, loose curls hung over his brow,
disheveled from sleep. His green eyes contrasted brilliantly against his deep, summer tan.
Wyatt’s face still appeared boyish and even unscathed from the previous year’s battle. It was as
though he hadn’t encountered the horrors of the Dread or the brutal death of a vengeful witch.
Yet, not all scars are on the surface. The image of the Dread’s decayed form and its haunting
smell of blood still troubled Wyatt, though he never admitted it to anyone. Even seeing the spirit’s
claws and mucky appearance had him on edge.School would start in just a couple of weeks,
and Wyatt didn’t know what to expect from the eighth grade. He liked Mooreland Middle School
and the other students, for the most part. Plus, he’d be able to see Tova and Mcgregor more
often than he had during the summer. There was no reason to worry.Wyatt took a deep breath
and slowly released it through his nose. He continued to stare at himself in the mirror as if he’d
find some answers there. The uneasiness built up more, this time blurring his vision. He



stumbled forward and grabbed onto the edge of his desk. The vampires’ fangs flashed in his
mind. He imagined the Vladu family running through town, biting every neck in their path as Vex
crossed his arms and shook his head disapprovingly.As Wyatt stared back into the mirror,
something felt terribly off—far worse than a moment before. In the reflection, he saw someone
behind him. Wyatt whipped around to see a teenaged girl standing in the corner of his room. Her
long, auburn hair cascaded down the shoulders of her bright blue dress. The girl stared at him
with worried, emerald eyes.How did she get there?Fear flooded Wyatt as he stood in a quiet
panic. All at once, he noticed a bright hue about her and the transparency of her skin. Was she a
ghost?“Who are you?” Wyatt asked as their eyes met.A blood-curdling scream reverberated
through his room. It seemed to echo everywhere as Wyatt winced. When he opened his eyes,
the girl was gone.Chapter ThreeReturn of the VeilSilence fell over the room as Wyatt searched
for her. He glanced back in the mirror wondering if, perhaps, he could only see the girl again
through its reflection. However, she was still nowhere to be found.Another loud scream boomed,
and Wyatt realized that it came from outside his bedroom. Quickly, he opened the door and
rushed into the hallway. A moment later, Wyatt discovered the source of the sound. His eighteen-
year-old sister, Roxanne, wailed desperately from the floor below.“Roxy!” shouted their mother,
Mara. “What’s the matter?”Wyatt rushed down the stairs as he listened to his sister’s jumbled
words between sobs.“Dun—dun—vit—WHY?” bawled Roxanne. She squeaked before hurling
herself onto the dinner table. Her long, black dress spread perfectly together with her raven
hair.“I don’t understand,” said Mara. “Are you hurt?”“Dun—gib—hur—my harr!” Roxanne was a
mess. She thrashed about, allowing her running mascara and smudged eyeliner to form a
weeping mask.“Roxy!” Mara exclaimed, but her daughter was inconsolable.“Oh, no,” Wyatt
groaned to himself. He didn’t mean to be loud enough for his mother to hear him from the bottom
of the stairs.“Do you know what happened to her, Wy?” Mara asked, staring up at him.Wyatt
didn’t want to guess, as the wrong words could make things worse. To Wyatt, Roxanne lived for
drama—even if it might kill her.“Dun—Stru—guh—”“ROXY!” Mara had enough.Roxanne looked
up at her mother. On her face, tears and snot came together in the worst of ways. Wyatt glanced
back up the stairs, wondering if he should escape to the forest through his bedroom window.“Str
—Str—” Roxanne tried her best amid a quaking bottom lip.“What is it, dear?” Their mother’s
voice was sweeter than honey.“STRUAN BROKE UP WITH ME!”The energy of the room
erupted. Roxanne’s bawls were so loud that Wyatt was sure Buford could hear them next door.
Wyatt covered his ears, with his mind stuck in between two spaces of chaos. This was the last
thing he wanted to deal with after seeing that girl in his room.“Oh, no,” sighed their mother.“WHY
DID THIS HAPPEN?” Roxanne shrieked.“I don’t know, darling,” said Mara as she rubbed her
daughter’s shoulders. “What did he say?”“He s-said he w-wanted to meet before senior year s-
started. S-so, I met him at the p-park. And Struan s-said—he s-said—that he didn’t want a
girlfriend anymore!”“Oh, dear, I’m so sorry. You two have been together for some time now.”“And
—I think—he’s—stupid! So stupid! Boys are stupid, Mom!”“Yes, honey,” Mara sighed. “Some of
them are.” She looked up at Wyatt and gave her son a wink. Roxanne didn’t notice, but Mara saw



the worry on Wyatt’s face. All at once, she let go of her daughter’s shoulders.“M-mom?”
stammered Roxanne in disbelief.“Wyatt, what’s wrong?” Mara said as she pulled away from the
table and quickly walked over to him.“Nothing,” Wyatt lied. He didn’t want to worry her“Are you
sure?” Mara asked, crouching slightly to his level. She lowered her voice. “Did something
happen at the gate? I saw the leaves last night.”Wyatt wondered how his mother had noticed him
leave. His stomach stung as he realized that she must look for him every night, worried about
what he might face at the gate. She’d kept his secret, but always felt powerless to help him.
There was a loud slam on the dining table.“ARE YOU SERIOUS, MOM?” roared Roxanne as she
pulled herself up from being sprawled. “WHY ARE YOU WHISPERING TO HIM? ARE YOU
TALKING ABOUT ME?”“No, sweetie,” said Mara, turning her focus back to her daughter. “But
there’s only one of me, and two of you. Wyatt looks upset, too.”“Isn’t everything about Wyatt?”
Roxanne yelled. “You’re always asking if he’s had enough dinner or sleep or playtime with his
dumb friends!”“Hey!” Wyatt snapped. He could take her whining about him, but he wasn’t going
to let her talk trash about his friends.“That was uncalled for, Roxy,” Mara agreed.Roxanne looked
shocked. “You’re taking his side now?”“Roxy,” Mara sighed. “There are no sides here. I’m just
trying to—”“NO, MOM! Wyatt made my problem about him and now you want to ignore
me!”“Roxy—”“He always gets his way! You worry about him more than me!”“It’s not that, Roxy.
There are things that—”“I DON’T WANT TO HEAR IT!” Roxanne screamed. “I’ll be graduating
soon and after that, I want out of this town!”“How are you going to do that, Roxanne?” sighed
Mara.“I’ll go to the Gatekeeper!” she shrieked. “He’ll see how awful life is for me here and he’ll let
me out!”“Well,” said Mara firmly. “If that’s what you want to do, then I can’t stop you. But not until
you graduate from high school.”“Fine!” huffed Roxanne. “I can’t be in this house right now!” She
stormed up the stairs with her long, black dress wafting angrily behind.Wyatt felt at odds. He’d
love to send his sister outside the gate. However, once Roxanne saw the Dread, she’d surely
lose her mind.“I don’t know what to do with her sometimes,” said Mara as she stared at the metal
cuff on Wyatt’s arm. She cleared her throat and spoke softer. “Did it start glowing last
night?”“Yeah,” Wyatt reluctantly answered. His mother tensed. Wyatt hated how much stress the
truth caused.“And was Mayor Birch there with you for the shipment?” she asked, attempting to
appear calm.“It wasn’t a shipment,” said Wyatt, slowly.“What? Why were you there
then?”“There’s a new family that needed to come through.”“A new family? In Davenport? There
hasn’t been one since us.”“I know,” he sighed, hoping that her interrogation would end before
she asked about the Vladu family—but he couldn’t stop her.“What did they look like?” Mara
asked with eyes wide.“Um…” Wyatt searched. “Pretty much like anyone else. Actually, there was
a teenager that reminded me of Roxanne.”“So—humans?”Wyatt hesitated again. “They, uh—”He
was stopped by a thunderous noise rolling down the stairs. Roxanne stomped in heavy, black
boots as she went. A long, black veil covered her face and swept against the floor.“I’m leaving,”
Roxanne announced. “I can’t stay here for another minute!”“But I was going to make breakfast,”
Mara said.“I don’t want it!” Roxanne griped.“Fine,” sighed Mara as she moved toward the kitchen.
Wyatt felt relieved that his mother stopped questioning him. “Just be home for dinner,



okay?”“Whatever!” Roxanne grunted. Wyatt heard his sister sniffling behind her dark veil. Her
pain reminded him of the girl from the gate.“Roxy,” he said, calmly. “I’m sorry that you and Struan
broke up.”His sister stopped with her fingers curled around the doorknob. A serenity swept over
the living room, where only the light sizzle of their mother’s pan could be heard from the kitchen.
Wyatt wondered if it was the calm before the storm.“We live in a horrible town, little brother,” said
Roxanne darkly. “It’s not just the monsters or the strange traditions. It’s not even the dangers that
keep us locked behind an iron gate. This entire place is filled with such—sadness. The light
might shine on Davenport, but I still feel a raging darkness.”Her dreary words stuck in him like a
hot knife. Roxanne turned the knob and swept out the door with her silky, black train billowing
behind her. Any other time, Wyatt might laugh at his sister’s gloominess; but this time, he felt it,
too.Chapter FourThe BazaarOn the final week of Wyatt’s summer vacation, the sun burned
relentlessly over Davenport. The Dumonts spent the blistering days doing next to nothing—
except Roxanne, who mourned her breakup in the shelter of her room.Instead of venturing
outside, Wyatt spread out on the living room couch, listening to his sister’s frequent wails and
wishing that he had a television to drown her out. Wyatt didn’t say a word about the ghost girl in
his room. He didn’t want to give his mother another reason to worry about him. Tova would want
to hear about it, but Mcgregor would likely remain in denial of any ghost’s existence. However,
Wyatt hadn’t heard from either of them in weeks.It wasn’t until a slightly cooler morning that
Mcgregor Allen called. The wulfyn sounded overly excited as he invited Wyatt to the town
square’s late summer bazaar.“Wanna go? Wanna go? Wanna go?” Mcgregor repeated until
Wyatt finally agreed.“Okay, okay!” Wyatt laughed. He still felt tired from the heat, but his friend
calling gave him some new life. “I just need to get dressed.”“Awesome!” Mcgregor
cheered.Within a half hour, the Allen family’s van arrived in front of Wyatt’s home. Mara
brightened up a bit when she saw Mcgregor’s mother, Faith, but her happiness quickly washed
away when Wyatt stepped outside. It seemed that every time Mara saw her son, she was
reminded of the danger that he faced.“Be safe,” said Mara as she hugged her son tightly. “I have
work soon at the apothecary shop, so I’ll see you there.”“Okay, Mom,” Wyatt sighed.“You’re
growing up so fast,” she said, releasing him from her arms. Mara stared at her son, taking in the
changes from when he was a little boy. Wyatt knew this stare all too well. It was as though the
world would catch up to her from time to time—a bitter reminder that childhood is
temporary.Mara didn’t say another word. Instead, she leaned down and pressed a kiss through
Wyatt’s curly hair to his head. When she pulled away, Wyatt gave a quick side smile and moved
across the yard. From the Allens’ van, Mcgregor made a funny face. Wyatt returned with a
different but equally contorted expression.“Hey, Wy!” greeted Mcgregor’s dad, Conall, from the
front seat.“Hey, Mr. Allen,” Wyatt answered as he looked into the alpha wulfyn’s sharp, blue eyes
in the rearview mirror. He wondered if Conall saw him making the weird face.“No hello for me?”
said a voice from the back seat.Struan Allen appeared taller and more muscular than the last
time Wyatt saw him. His blonde hair swooped just above his jade eyes. The teenager bit his
pierced bottom lip and clicked the metal ring against his tooth. Wyatt noticed that Struan’s black



nose had faded into a hardly noticeable bronze.“Hey there, Struan,” said Wyatt. He felt a bit
guilty, as though he had to take sides on the breakup. Struan could be more unfeeling than
Roxanne, but even he looked upset.“Can we go?” Mcgregor whined.“So pushy,” Faith
joked.Conall unlatched the brake, and the car rolled away from Wyatt’s house and toward the
town square.A few minutes later, they arrived at the bustling bazaar. Wyatt had never seen the
place so busy. Crowds poured in from every direction, heading to the many booths and tents set
up near Town Hall. Conall parked near the east end, and the passengers moved quickly from the
van to the square.“Hey, Wyatt! Hey, Mcgregor!” croaked a teetering, neckless boy with a large,
single eye.“Hey, Korb!” Wyatt and Mcgregor answered together with a wave.“You should check
out that awesome turtle tent,” Korb ribbited. “They have a bunch of babies!”“Seriously?”
Mcgregor gasped.“Yeah, hurry!” croaked Korb as he followed his parents toward their station
wagon. Korb’s mother was jolly, robust, and had the same large, singular eye. His father was tall,
thin, and had a much smaller eye.“I need to see the turtles!” Mcgregor squealed.“You can look,”
said Faith. “But no pets!”“What if I buy it with my own money?” Mcgregor pleaded.Faith glanced
at Conall, who replied the same. “No pets.”“C’mon, Dad!” Mcgregor yelled. “You guys never let
me have anything that I want!”Conall let out a low growl of warning. “I can always ground you
from the Gravity Race again.”“Okay, I’m sorry!” Mcgregor said as he straightened with alarm.
Then, he turned to Wyatt. “I’ll stop asking.”“Good idea,” said Wyatt under his breath.“I know,”
sighed Mcgregor. “I can’t believe Vance won this year! Why did I have to mess up and stay out all
night looking for electric newts? I was grounded for two weeks!”“I know,” grumbled Wyatt. “I
thought that Vance would never stop gloating.”“He hasn’t,” said Mcgregor as he nodded toward a
racer parts booth. Vance stood there with his father. Both of them had the same auburn mullet,
except his dad was taller and stockier. Around Vance’s neck was the golden racer
medallion.“Meet us back here in thirty minutes,” Faith said.“Okay, Mom,” Mcgregor
nodded.“What are you going to do, Struan?” Faith asked her other son.“I dunno,” Struan
grumbled as he eyed his brother. “I guess I’ll hang with Wyatt and the dork.”“Hey!” Mcgregor
snapped. “Don’t call me that!”“Whatever,” said Struan as he ruffled his little brother’s hat with the
palm of his hand. “I’m just joking with you—dork!”“Mom! Dad!” Mcgregor whined.“Be nice to him
Struan,” said Faith. “See you boys in a little while.”The Allen parents made their way toward a set
of booths near the grocery store. Mcgregor picked up the pace as he raced toward a small,
green tent with a poorly drawn turtle on it.“Wait up!” Struan called to his younger brother who
was now running to the booth.Wyatt sped his walk into a jog. He passed a lofty, middle-aged
trolless in an orange dress who tapped her finger at a delicate bird feeder. A hummingbird
attempted to take a drink, but at the sight of the troll, it changed directions and buzzed into the
sky.
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Mike Lesperance, “Deeper Dive into Davenport!!. I'm not sure of the last time I enjoyed a sequel
more than the first book (and I gave Midnight Glass a great review, too!)! Vaughn delves into the
characters more and more deeply. The relationships between friends, family members, and
teachers and students all support the narrative and create a richer Davenport. I really CARED
about what happened to the characters. The humor—at times wry, occasionally laugh out loud—
is a great technique that adds to my appreciation of the characters ... and my admiration for the
author.”

californiagirl, “amazing book. my son didn't put the book down .... amazing book. my son didn't
put the book down until he finished it. he said it was awesome! he can't wait to find more books
from this author!”

Dorine White, “Great second volume. It has been two years since young Wyatt Dumount
defeated the Dread and became the Gatekeeper of the supernatural city of Davenport. Only a
handful of townies know his true identity. Now, just as middle school is starting up for the year, a
rogue werewolf begins bullying and harassing the town. It becomes clear that his main goal is to
find the Gatekeeper and take over the town.Wyatt has his work cut out for him, because this
werewolf appears unstoppable. Soon, strange creatures begin hunting Wyatt and to protect his
family he decides to let the demon Vex remove their memories. He feels all alone, until a ghost
pops into the picture and hints that she has clues about whatever is happening to his town. It will
take the revealing of many secrets and the bonding of many friendships to ride out this storm.
Can they do it?My Thoughts-I enjoy this author's writing. He has created a town, set apart from
the world, where humans and supernaturals live hand in hand. However, as with all good things,
they don't seem to last. Jealousy and bigotry appear, a theme that is taken on by the author in
this volume. The author does a great job using the prejudices of both the humans and
supernaturals against vampires as a case study.The adventure is a fun ride too. Wyatt is still
trying to find his place, his grandfather having died in book 1, before being able to pass on the
secrets of being a Gatekeeper. I find it interesting that the author has not brought forward a
character or device to teach young Wyatt, instead, after two years, he is still only able to teleport
to and from the gate and open and close the barrier. I kind of want Wyatt to discover some cool
stuff, but he is only just beginning to use his powers by the end of this story.I have to say my
favorite thing in this whole book is the concept of the Librarian's Book. I don't want to give it
away, but what the author did in creating an almost Omnipotent intelligence is so fun and I can't
wait to see how he uses this "being" in future stories.This was a fun read full of adventure,
friendship, good values and first love (yep! Wyatt's first crush.) I'm giving it 4 stars! Honestly, the
only thing I didn't like was the cover, but I don't review based on that.”

Wlynn, “Better than the first!. So I'm the 12 year old homeschooled student who commented on



the midnight glass...Yes LOL, so anyway I'm only 11 chapters in and this is honestly the best
book I have ever read in my life!! It got straight into the plot right away which was amazing, and
since Wyatt went to be the Gate Keeper in the last one I thought this book would be really bland
and boring, I thought it would just talk alot about the gate, but so far it's only mentioned the gate
a couple of times, there's alot of interesting things in the book! Like how a monster just crawled
through Wyatt's window, or how he got stuck with Acheron Vex instead of Ms Coffey, and i'm not
quite sure yet, but i'm fairly sure that Tova is figuring out Wyatt's the gatekeeper, you should
100% Get this book!!”

Brian Taylor, “A worthy follow up. I rarely write reviews and even less frequently write a second
review for the sequel, but I cannot recommend The Werewolf of Davenport more highly. I really
feel that this, the second book in this series, far outshines the first. I couldn't put this book down
once I started reading. I can count on one hand the books that I have read in one sitting and this
compares favorably to Rowling and Eddings. Do yourself a favor and cancel any plans you have,
because you won't be able to make it while you are reading this book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great follow up to The Midnight Glass. Great follow up to The Midnight
Glass! I loved it even more than the first. I enjoyed all of the characters and seeing their
relationships develop. The creatures of Davenport were even more imaginative and exciting,
especially when it came to the new special abilities some of them have. It was a great page
turner, with everything coming together in the end for a satisfying conclusion. I look forward to
reading more in this series!”

The book by D. T. Vaughn has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 6 people have provided feedback.
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